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Once again, the Derrick Rose who left off was frustrating for the fans, just as we were looking forward to his return to the game,
Adidas, D, Rose, 5, Boost. The first release of the boots, specially selected red color represent the bulls for the first, the shoe body
made of black leather and fabric collocation, and in the end, the red ink attachment and ankle decoration design, finally with the new
Boost corrosion epicenter bottom. 
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adidas Originals Stan Smith again this year, much attention, in addition to brand launch of their own color, the brand and different
units to cooperate in the introduction of other note style is also more than a lot of eye disorder. This street of the United States brand
The Hundreds and Adidas jointly launched Stan Smith Vulc version of shoes by the design, the shoe body with black suede as the
main theme, with details of stamping design as decoration, and the tongue of Stan Smith portrait is replaced by The Hundreds two bit
Hundreds and Ben host Bobby Hundreds.
It seems that LeBron James on the freshly baked LeBron 13 is still quite satisfactory, and this time on the Instagram show their own
customized version created by NIKEiD. This kind of shoe to pink and purple foil sudden lightning, meaning himself in the game the
suddenness of the breakthrough ability, while the Hyperposite and the details are made of black decoration, on behalf of their own
body as strong as iron and defensive ability, finally with the luminous outer bottom end. 
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recently exposed on the network of an Australian national team color Nike Kyrie 1. We know before Erwin on behalf of the U.S. team
in the international arena, but in fact he was born in Melbourne and Australia, has us and Australian citizenship Nike, so he launched



the Australian national team color Nike Kyrie 1 is not unusual. You can see the shoes with yellow color, green dotted toe and lining,
dark tongue, laces and cover part logo, very energetic. There is no information on the sale of this shoes, please continue to pay
attention to our trendy information follow-up reports. 
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